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ARTHUR IN THE CELTIC LANGUAGES
The Arthurian Legend in Celtic Literatures and Traditions
Edited by Ceridwen Lloyd-Morgan and Erich Poppe
February 2019 • 9781786833433
£75 • HB

A collection of essays providing a reliable, accessible and up-to-date introduction to Arthurian literature and popular traditions in the Celtic languages, from the early Middle Ages to the twentieth century. The figure of Arthur and the characters associated with him change as the stories are reworked for audiences in the different countries and at different periods.

THE ARTHUR OF THE ITALIANS
The Arthurian Legend in Medieval Italian Literature and Culture
Edited by Gloria Allaire and F. Regina Psaki
April 2017 • 9781786830715
£39.99 • PB / April 2014
9781783160501 • £80.00 • HB

The Arthur of the Italians studies the Italian stories of the Round Table, including tales of Tristan and Lancelot in the various languages of Italy and the Arthurian-themed art created in Italy in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. This new collaborative history gives readers of the Arthurian legends an overview of Italian Arthurian fiction and art.

THE ARTHUR OF MEDIEVAL LATIN LITERATURE
The Development and Dissemination of the Arthurian Legend in Medieval Latin
Edited by Siân Echard
June 2016 • 9781783168569
£39.99 • PB / March 2011
9780708322017 • £75.00 • HB

While scholars and enthusiasts alike know something of Arthur’s roots in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Latin History of the Kings of Britain, most are unaware that there was a Latin Arthurian tradition which extended beyond Geoffrey. This collection of essays highlights different aspects of that tradition, allowing readers to see the well-known and the obscure as part of a larger, often coherent, whole.

THE ARTHUR OF THE IBERIANS
The Arthurian Legends in the Spanish and Portuguese Worlds
Edited by David Hook
June 2015 • 9781783162413
£95.00 • HB

This book studies the spread of Arthurian legends throughout the Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking worlds, in Iberia and overseas, and the influence of those legends in literature and society there from the twelfth to the twenty-first centuries.

THE ARTHUR OF THE NORTH
The Arthurian Legend in the Norse and Rus’ Realms
Edited by Marianne E. Kalinke
November 2015 • 9781783167876
£39.99 • PB

This volume deals with the transmission of Arthurian literature to Scandinavia in the thirteenth century and the cultural and literary context of the translations of Latin and French Arthurian narratives. It surveys the sources, redactions and manuscript transmission of the translated texts, and analyses the peculiar nature of the Scandinavian Arthurian matter.

THE ARTHUR OF THE ENGLISH
The Arthurian Legend in Medieval English Life and Literature
Edited by W. R. J. Barron
July 2011 • 9780708324493
£39.99 • PB

In this, the first comprehensive study of Arthurian legend in English life and literature, the subject is presented in the context of the Celtic tradition in which it first found literary expression, and of the Romance tradition that evolved in France, which England was to adopt and adapt.
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German and Dutch literature were of central importance in the expansion of Arthurian material from the twelfth to sixteenth centuries, contributing works of outstanding aesthetic quality and a lively process of reception, adaptation and transmission, in which the Arthurian subject matter underwent various modifications in contact with northern and central European traditions.